Accelerate Reading Mastery with 1:1 Reading Tutoring

Amira Learning® provides effective 1:1 reading tutoring rooted in the Science of Reading.

In English and en español for Grades K-5
Amira Learning intelligently automates reading assessment, progress monitoring, dyslexia risk screening, and 1:1 reading tutoring to support reading mastery for all students.

Amira selects from dozens of precise micro-interventions and delivers the most relevant one to the student.

**Micro-interventions Rooted in the Science of Reading**

1. **Student misreads a word**

2. **Amira intelligently analyzes the misread word and student’s needs**

3. **Amira delivers the most relevant micro-intervention to the student**
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Building Reading Mastery
Accelerating Skilled Reading

The Reading Rope and the Science of Reading:
The Reading Rope illustrates that reading is a multi-faceted skill, gradually acquired over years and years of practice.

By tutoring students 1:1 using proven interventions like reading along, lip-syncing, and rhyming words, Amira helps students to establish the building blocks they need to achieve:

• Language Comprehension
• Word Recognition
• Skilled Reading

Language Comprehension
• Background Knowledge
• Vocabulary Knowledge
• Language Structures
• Verbal Reasoning
• Literacy Knowledge

Word Recognition
• Phonological Awareness
• Decoding (and Spelling)
• Sight Recognition

Skilled Reading
Fluent execution and coordination of word recognition and text comprehension

With Amira Learning, students master word recognition and language comprehension to become skilled readers.
Supporting Teachers
The Teacher’s Reading Assistant

The Tutoring:
Every time a student reads with Amira, Amira is listening and learning. And when the student misreads a word, Amira analyzes the situation to determine:

• What word was missed?
• Is the student frustrated?
• What’s the best micro-intervention to support the student in this moment?

Then, Amira delivers a supportive micro-intervention to the student to keep him reading (and building reading mastery)!

Hear from Principal Jaclyn Brown Wright about how Amira improved student outcomes in her school.

Learn More
The Student Experience:
Students who practice reading with Amira receive a patient and personalized tutor that adapts in real-time to meet their needs.

This gives teachers more time to:

• Provide small group instruction
• Meet with students 1:1 to accelerate reading mastery
• Connect with students on a personal level

Hear from Curriculum Director Andrea Burkiett about how her district put a reading tutor in the homes of their students.
The Stats:
300+ schools in the nation are benefiting from Amira’s tutoring efficacy. And Amira meets ESSA Strong evidence criteria.

The Research:
Did you know... Amira’s tutoring is shown to be more effective than human tutoring for EL students? Explore Amira Learning’s Research Foundations paper.

Read the Research

Students who frequently used Amira in Savannah-Chatham Schools showed twice as much weekly growth as students who didn’t use Amira.
Explore Amira Learning Today.

hmhco.com/amira